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Introduction
This is a site that features some of the biggest cocks any woman has ever been challenged to satisfy.
Usually it takes two or three whores to get these guys off, sometimes more! However, this rare group of
petite females are out to prove that no dick is too big for their petite pussies and teen mouths because
they have Big Cock Teen Addiction and they are jonezing for their next fix!

Adult Review
As a single site Big Cock Teen Addiction falls a little short but as one part of a huge network it is actually pretty damn good.
The site focuses on petite teens who want to become size queens! These little slits open as wide as they can and let cocks
thicker than beer cans penetrate their young pussies like torpedoes slamming into the side of a P.T. Boat!
  
  In 84 exclusive scenes the little chicks take on monster dicks and do their best to fuck and suck long enough to help their
man get a load out. The excitement builds as the scenes roll along because you never know if they will be able to taste the
reward of a job well done before their holes give out to the wear and tear of trying to handle a dick that is clearly too big to be
intended for such a small set of female sexual openings!
  
  In 640x480 resolution the scenes look great as long as you don't try to watch the full screen. If you zoom in that much you
may see a small amount of blurring but at their normal size you can see every inch of man meat being forced into the
fuckholes of these teen cock targets. Movies can be streamed online or downloaded to your permanent collection and they are
available in download friendly or broadband enhanced file sizes.
  
  The interface of Big Cock Teen Addiction is easy to use and lets you get from one young whore to another with just a
couple of clicks. The Tongue would have liked to see a search feature available to allow members to find their favorite
fuckstars with a simple search. Instead you have to browse around to find them on each of the networked sites which can be
fun, but it can also be frustrating.
  
  What makes this site worth buying is the gigantic network of sites that your monthly membership also gets you into. Take a
look at the list of Included Sites on the right side of this review and keep in mind that you get full access to every one of
them. That's almost 2,000 exclusive scenes network-wide! The network updates different sites throughout the month so while
this site may update once every few weeks, you get new porn on one of the included sites every single day!

Porn Summary
Big Cock Teen Addiction brings you tight young teens and big monster cocks just like the site name promises. You get these
petites in exclusive scenes and you get to listen to their screams as they do their best to fit an oversized dick into their
undersized holes. Take the tour and see for yourself, it's like their pussies are doing some kind of magic trick!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Knock-knock, who's there? A Big Cock banging on her cervix, that's who!'
Quality: 87  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 81
Support: 80 Unique: 78    Taste: 85        Final: 85

Porn Sites Included
Casting Couch Teens (86) ,Tinys Black Adventures (85) ,Mr Big Dicks Hot Chicks (85) ,Please Bang My Wife (84) ,The Big
Swallow (84) ,Lesbian Teen Hunter (84) ,Bus Stop Whores (78) ,All Reality Pass (Preview) ,Coeds Need Cash (Preview) ,I
Spy Cameltoe (Preview) ,Giants Black Meat White Treat (Preview) ,College Teens Book Bang (Preview) ,Mr Chews Asian
Beaver (Preview) ,Pimp My Black Teen (Preview) ,Teeny Bopper Club (Preview) ,Panties AND Fannies (Preview) ,Horny
Spanish Flies (Preview) ,MILFs In Heat (Preview) ,Round Mound Of Ass (Preview) ,Barefoot Maniacs (Preview) ,Blind Date
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Bangers (Preview) ,Big Tit Patrol (Preview) ,See Her Squirt (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Big Cocks, Coeds, Exclusive, Petite, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.98 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 84
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